With more than 40 years of experience in designing and manufacturing surgical power tools, we are inspired to offer a comprehensive range of high quality power equipment for orthopaedics, traumatology, neurosurgery, neurotology, spinal procedures, otolaryngology, and cranio-facial surgery.

Providing power tools for head to toe surgical procedures.

- A comprehensive range of battery-driven, electric and pneumatic power tools systems to meet the needs in a variety of procedures
- Designed to deliver consistent power and smooth performance for even the most demanding applications
The BPL II system has been developed for joint reconstruction surgery, yet flexible to address orthopaedic surgical needs.

- Lithium ion battery technology
- Powerful, dedicated handpieces
- Optimal weight and balance
- Wide breath of attachments

The SBD II is a comprehensive battery power tool system for use in traumatology, hand, foot, and spine surgery.

- Lithium Ion battery technology
- Powerful, modular handpiece
- Simple, dual trigger mechanism
- Wide breath of attachments

Features 30% more power than the ANSPACH® XMAX® and EMAX® 2 Plus Systems, minimal start-up kick and integrated air cooling for demanding applications.

- Precise
- Powerful
- Versatile
- Easy to use

Light high speed system that provides the highest level of control during general orthopaedic trauma, foot, hand, maxillofacial, neurosurgical, oral, otolaryngological, reconstructive, and spine surgery.

- Ergonomic drive unit with powerful motor
- Extensive range of attachments and tools
- Simple operation
- Latest torque control and irrigation technology

The ultimate combination of high power, smooth operation, low noise level, and small size.

- Lightweight
- Balanced
- Versatile
- Hand control option

High performance systems that highlight minimal vibration performance, thermal energy management, and high reliability.

- High power
- Robust
- Versatile
- Integrated lubrication

BATTERY POWER LINE II – BPL II

EGI® HIGH SPEED ELECTRIC SYSTEM

XMAX® HIGH SPEED PNEUMATIC SYSTEM

ELECTRIC & AIR PEN DRIVES

ORTHOPOEDICS POWER TOOL SYSTEMS

HIGH SPEED POWER TOOLS SYSTEMS

SMALL BATTERY DRIVE II – SBD II

SMALL BATTERY DRIVE II – SBD II

AMERICAN® HIGH SPEED ELECTRIC SYSTEM

High performance systems that highlight minimal vibration performance, thermal energy management, and high reliability.
Limited Warranty and Disclaimer: DePuy Synthes Companies products are sold with a limited warranty to the original purchaser against defects in workmanship and materials. Any other express or implied warranties, including warranties of merchantability or fitness, are hereby disclaimed.

Please also refer to the package insert(s) or other labeling associated with the devices identified in this product portfolio.

CAUTION: Federal Law restricts these devices to sale by or on the order of a physician.

Some devices listed in this product portfolio may not have been licensed in accordance with Canadian law and may not be for sale in Canada.

Please contact your sales consultant for items approved for sale in Canada.

Not all products are currently commercially available in all markets.